you're welcome!
6 things that delight us this month

1. Golden Charging
If you use something every day, it may as well be gorgeous. Ban.do's phone charger, The Power Trip, has an extra-long cord and a car adapter. $32; ban.do.com

2. Eye Candy
This delightful image is courtesy of our Insta obsession with @official_diffs. (That’s ahem, “does into living fit.”)

3. Aussie Yum!
Love artisanal gelato? This is the yogurt equivalent: not low-fat or low-sugar, but fresh and delicious and worth every calorie when motherhood has you craving a treat. Koel Thomas, a Colorado mom by way of Australia, found the family recipe in her home country and brought it to America. Noosa is from whole milk, sweetened with a bit of wildflower honey and fresh fruit purees and made in small batches on a family dairy farm north of Denver. New Noosa Yoghurt Mates even have mix-ins like Guittard chocolate. $2.50 each; Target stores

4. Tea Treat
Coffee lovers. Later in this issue you get a whole page devoted to cold brews (page 112). Nice, but some of us prefer tea. Bodum’s

5. Multitasking Makeup
Parents beauty contributor and mom of two, Melissa Brown, turned us on to this pigment-rich lipstick, which doubles as a shiny gloss and moisturizing balm. Master makeup artist and another glam momal Laura Geller created Shine Stick Triple Benefit Lip Color, and it’s pretty much everything. $27; ulta.com

6. The Total Eclipse
Ask for the long weekend now. A total solar eclipse happens Monday, August 21st, and even though it only lasts about two minutes, it’s kind of a big deal. Your kids will be seven years older by the time there’s another viewable from the U.S! Consider a camping getaway to celebrate; find the best viewing spots roughly on the diagonal from South Carolina to Oregon and tips for watching the phenomenon safely at greatamericaneclipse.com.